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TO OUR

This is a journal dedicated to cementing

unity and friendship between the Chinese

people and the progressive people of all lands

and to the cause of the lasting peace and

people’s democracy. Through its pages, we

intend to inform our readers, twice a month,

of the thought and life of the China that has

freed herself from the clutches of domestic

reactionaries and the yoke of foreign im-

perialists,—that is, the people’s China.

Without the overwhelming victories of
the Chinese people during the eventful year

of 19.49, the appearance of this journal would

not have been possible. Under the leader-

ship of the Communist Party of China, the

Chinese people are new victoriously bringing
to a close this arduous and costly revolution

ary struggle which they have waged for more

than two decades. Out of the debris of the

degenerate regime of the Kuomintang, a

People’s Republic has emerged. For the first
time in history, the Chinese people have stood

up. They now have the possibility not only
of freely expressing themselves at home, but

also of freely communicating with friends
abroad.

From now on, we shall do our utmost

to inform our readers about the political,
economic and cultural activities of this coun-

try in order that the friends of new China

may follow the progress being made in the

gigantic work of national construction.

Since the Chinese people have aligned
themselves with the world camp fighting for
the lasting peace and people’s democracy,
this journal will also devote itself to the

sacred task of defending, vigilantly and

steadfastly, the cause of world peace. It is

the unswerving will of the Chinese people to

guard this peace by every means within their

power. The great solidarity of the peace-

loving people must be strengthened.

The readers we have in mind are the

whole of progressive mankind, i.e., the ordi-

nary people of all lands, irrespective of nation-

ality, race, colour and belief. They are in-

nately good internationalists for they know

READERS

from their own experiences that all labour-

ing people form one big family, bound toge-
thcr by their common struggle and common

aspirations.
We believe that this journal can make a

useful contribution to the consolidation of
unity between the Chinese people and the ,

people of the great U.S.S.R. and of our fellow
People’s Democracies, from whom we have

so much to learn since they have pioneered
the road to Socialism before us.

We believe that this journal can make a

useful contribution to the strengthening of
the friendly ties between the Chinese people
and the progressive, open-minded people of
the capitalist countries, whose struggle is our

struggle just as our struggle is theirs.

We believe that this journal can make

a useful contribution to the struggles of our

fellow Asians, who are still fighting for their

national liberation by casting of)‘ the chains

of feudalism and imperialism as we have

done. Since we have only just emerged from
the prolonged darkness of feudal and colonial

oppression, it is only natural that we feel a

particularly warm sympathy for them in their

present struggles and wish to extend them

staunch support during their ordeals ahead.

In short, this journal is intended as a

forum of truth and a clearing house of actual

revolutionary experiences.

Our Chinese People’s Republic is still

young. Therefore, the multitude of problems
now confronting our people cannot be solved

overnight. We are bound to encounter

difiicutties, and when we do so, this journal
shall not hesitate to state them honestly so

that others may profit by our experiences.

Thus we shall exert all our efforts to

satisfy the world-wide demand for in-

formation about the realities of the new

China, the people’s China. In these pages,

our readers may follow, step by step, the pro-

gress of the Chinese people as they march

steadily forward to consolidate their nation's

independence, democracy, peace, unity,

strength and prosperity.
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the side of the Chinese troops against the
Japanese. Many among them even gave their
lives for the common cause. After eight
years of fighting, it was again the Soviet Red

Army’s entrance into the Far Eastern
theatre of operations that brought about

Japan‘s immediate surrender.

The Soviet people again demonstrated
their warm kinship with the Chinese people
by their prompt recognition of the People‘s
Republic of China immediately following its

establishment on October 1, 1949. They have
also offered sincere and unselfish assistance
by concretely helping the new China in her
reconstruction and rehabilitation.

Bearing all these things in mind, one

can easily understand why people all over

China were so jubilant over the news of
Chairman Mao’s visit to Moscow, why they
considered it the biggest event since the

founding of the Republic, why Stalin‘s 70th

birthday was so enthusiastically celebrated
in cities as Well as villages throughout the
nation.

The Chinese people have learned by their
own experiences that only a Socialist coun-

try and a Socialist people can be genuine
friends of the oppressed people everywhere.
They realize that without the existence of
the Soviet Union and her help to China, their
present great victory would have been im-
possible. So they felt that their representa-
tive, Chairman Mao Tse-tung, had fully ex-

pressed their own views when he said upon
arriving at Moscow: “This fraternal friend—
ship which the Soviet people and the Soviet
Government bestowed on the Chinese people
at the time of their difficult ordeals will never

be forgotten.”

They also felt that their determination
to serve the cause of world peace was clearly
expressed when Chairman Mao declared on

the same occasion: “The most important
tasks of the present are consolidation of the

world peace front headed by the Soviet
Union, opposition to warmongers, streng-
thening of the friendly relations between the
two great states—China and the Soviet
Union—and development of the great
friendship between the Chinese and Soviet

peoples."

The closer unity between China and the
Soviet Union means the consolidation of a

huge force of 675 million people which con-

stitute almost one third of the world's

population. This force will stand as the main

pillar of the world's peace front. Together
with the existence of other People’s Demo-
cracies and the efforts of peace-loving people
everywhere, the joining hands of these two

great peoples at Moscow has made the forces
for world peace invincible.

This is why the historic meeting of Mao

Tse-tung and Stalin has caused Exultation

wherever people hope for peace. This great
event and the world-wide celebrations for
Stalin‘s birthday are in themselves great
contributions to the cause of world peace.

This is also why it has caused so much

alarm among the imperialists, especially
those in Wall Street. The American

diplomats are anxiously watching the Far

East for repercussions to the Moscow visit.

American officials have conceded that

the Moscow meeting of the great leaders

“may spell further trouble for the United

States." If they mean the US. of Wall

Street, then most certainly “trouble” lies
ahead. Wall Street‘s main hope to avert its

economic and political collapse lies in launch-

ing a new imperialist war. But Comrades
Stalin and Mao, together with the 675 million

people they lead, are determined to thwart
their war-making efforts. This spells decid-
ed “trouble” for the U.S. of Wall Street, but
it means happiness for the peace-loving
American people and the people of the whole
world.
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On the Role of the National Bourgeoisie

In the Chinese Revolution

Yu Huai

As it is well-known, the political line of

the Chinese Communist Party in the present

people’s democratic revolution of China has

been based on a people’s democratic united

front composed of the Chinese working class,

peasantry, petty bourgeoisie, national bour-

geoisie and other patriotic democratic ele-

ments, based on the alliance of workers and

peasants and led by the working class.

We are going to discuss in this article:

First, why is the national bourgeoisie at the

present stage to be united with, but not to be

exterminated, by the Chinese working class?

And second, what is the policy being adopted

by the Chinese working class in dealing with
the national bourgeoisie, and on what basis

is this policy formulated?

The Bourgeoisie in Colonial Countries

As China was a semi-feudal and semi-

colonial country, long under the yoke of im-

perialism, her revolution could not but take

up the fight against imperialism as one of its

main tasks. This characteristic determined

the series of strategies and tactics of the

Chinese revolution.

In his report on the national and colonial

questions at the Second Congress of the Com-

munist International, Lenin emphasized the

paramount importance of making “the dis-

tinction between oppressed nations and op-

pressing nations". He believed that in this

lay the fundamental difference between the

Communist International on the one hand

and the Second International and bourgeois

democracy on the other. Viewed from this

angle, Lenin pointed out: “The Communist

International must enter into a temporary

alliance with bourgeois democracy in colonial

and backward countries, but must not merge

with it, and must unconditionally preserve

the independence of the proletarian move-

ment even in its most rudimentary form."

(Lenin: Preliminary Draft of Thesis on the

National and Colonial Questions)

Stalin has developed this brilliant theory

of Lenin’s on the peculiarities of the revolu-

tion in colonial and semi-colonial countries.

He has clearly pointed out the double task

of opposing feudalism and opposing imperial—

ism in the revolutionary movement of the

Chinese people, with emphasis on “the

sharpening of struggle against imperialism".

(Stalin: Chinese Revolution and Tasks of thc

Communist Intcmctiomzl) He has thus

concluded that an alliance with the national

bourgeoisie was permissible under certain

conditions.

In uniting the universal truth of

Marxism—Leninism with the actual practice

of the Chinese revolution, Comrade Mao Tse-

tung has succeeded in concretely applying

the theory advanced by Lenin and Stalin re-

garding the role played by the national

bourgeoisie in the revolution of colonial and

semi—colonial countries.

The Bureaucratic Bourgeoisie and the

National Bourgeoisie

Since the component groups of the Chin-

ese bourgeoisie have different relationships
with imperialism and feudalism, they should

not be treated as a homogeneous mass, but

should be'difl'erentiated from each other.

There are two main groups within the Chin»

ese bourgeoisie, namely, the big bourgeoisie
and the national bourgeoisie. The economic

interests of these two groups are in conflict

with one another. They therefore have play-
ed different roles in the Chinese people’s
democratic revolution.

The distinction between the big bour-

geoisie and the national bourgeoisie in

China was made clear by Comrade Mao Tse—

tung, when he wrote in 1939:

”The bourgeoisie is divided into two

different groups. One is the big bourgeoisie

which is compradore in nature, and the other

is the national bourgeoisie.
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"The compradore big bourgeo e direct-

ly serves the imperialistic foreign capitalists
who, in'turn, support and nurture this class.

Hence it is closely related to the semi—feudal

Therefore,
in the history of the Chinese revolution, the

big bourgeoisie has never been a force of the
Chinese revolution, but remains its enemy. . .

. . . Since the national bourgeoisie is

oppressed by imperialism and restricted by
the remaining feudal elements, thus it clashes
with imperialism and the remaining feudal
elements. In this sense, it is a part of the

revolutionary forces. During the history of

the Chinese revolution, they have shown their

vigour in the struggle against imperialism
and the government dominated by bureau-

(Mao Tse-tung: The

Chinese Revolution and the Communist Party

elements in the rural districts.

u

crsts and warlords‘C

of China)

Who are the Chinese big bourgeoisie?
“

. . . The Four Big Families —-Chiang,
Soong, Knng and Chen—during their 20

years in power have amassed enormous

capital worth 10 to 20 billion American
dollars and have monopolized the economic

life-lines of the entire country. This mono-

poly capital, merged with state power, be-

comes state-monopoly capitalism. Monopoly
capitalism, intimately merged with foreign
imperialism and the domestic landlord class

and old-type rich peasants. becomes com-

pradore, feudal, state-monopoly capitalism.
This is the economic foundation of Chisng
Kai-shek's reactionary regime, This state-

monopoly capitalism not only oppresses
workers and peasants, but also oppresses the

petty bourgeoisie and injures the middle bour-
geoisie (i.e., the national bourgeoisie—Y.H.).
This state-monopoly capitalism reached its

highest peak during the anti—Japanese War

and after the Japanese surrender. It pre~

pared adequate material conditions for the
new democratic revolution. This capital is

popularly called bureaucratic capital in

China. This bourgeoisie is called bureau-

cratic bourgeoisie. i.e,, China’s big bour-

geoisie. Apart from doing away with the

special privileges of imperialism in China,
the object of the new democratic revolution
within the country is to eliminate the ex-

%

ploitation and oppression of the landlord
class and the bureaucratic bourgeoisie (the
big bourgeoisie) . . .

"

(Mao Tse-tung:
Present Situation and Our Task)

It should be emphasized that without the
fulfillment of the task of opposing bureau-

cratic capitalism, and without the carrying
out of its accompanying concrete program
for the confiscation of the property of the big
bourgeoisie by the people‘s state, the content

of the Chinese people’s democratic revolution
could not be considered complete.

The process by which this unique bureau-
cratic capitalism was expanding under the

reactionary KMT regime was the same pro-
cess by which the Chinese national bour-

geoisie was being oppressed and its private
enterprises crippled. The bureaucratic
capitalists, as represented by the Four Big
Families of Chiang, Soong, Kung and Chen,
never developed any industry of their own.

Th5, appropriated the property of the labour-

ing people and in part of the national bouru

geoisie, to swell up their ill~gotten capital,
chiefly by means of their traitorous collabora-
tion with foreign imperialists, particularly
with American imperialists, by means of the
state apparatus under their control, especial-
ly their extensive network of financial or-

ganizations, and also by means of an openly
predatory policy. During the war against
Japanese aggression, the KMT bureaucratic

capitalist bloc accelerated this process of

plundering and concentration of capital by
instituting various Wartime economic con-

trols and by permitting a runaway inflation.
After the Japanese surrender, this b100, in
the name of “taking over" the properties of

the Japanese and their puppets, private-
ly pocketed the assets which originally
and rightfully belonged to the Chinese

people. In this Way, the Japanese imperialist
aggressors and their lackeys served no more

than as a tool in the conversion of the wealth

of the Chinese people, including that of the

national bourgeoisie, into the private pro-

perty of the bureaucratic capitalists, which

means, in the end, into the private pr0perty
of the American imperialists. It is, there-

fore, nothing strange that the more the

bureaucratic capitalists expanded, the more

VWW‘
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the national bourgeoisie contracted. Thus,

the bureaucratic capitalists became the big

bourgeoisie, and the national bourgeoisie
assumed the position of the middle bour-

geoisie. The former were oppressors and

exploiters of the Chinese people, and-the

latter, while exploiting the Chinese Working

class, were themselves ruthlessly oppressed

by imperialism and its agents, the big bour-

geoisie.

Viewed from all these economic factors,

it ‘is not difficult to understand the changes

in political attitude of the Chinese national

bourgeoisie at various historical stages.

Although during the period after 1927 and

before the Mukden Incident of 1931, it (:0-

operated with the big land-owning class and

the big bourgeoisie in opposing the revolu-

tion, nevertheless, it has never been in power.

That is not alll After the Mukdeu Incident,

which heralded the Japanese imperialists’
all-out invasion of China, certain representa-

tives of the national bourgeoisie, prodded by

the masses, took an active part in the anti-

imperialist movement, at that time directed

against the Japanese imperialism. This

movement was banned by the Kuomintang

which was then in power. After the out-

break of the anti-Japanese war, owing to the

intensification of Various reactionary political
and economic measures, certain representa-

tives of this class sympathized with and even

supported, in varying degree, the democratic

movement in China. After the Japanese

surrender, the people throughout China all

yearned for peace and opposed the, impending

civil war. This could not but force the KMT

government, headed by Chiang Kai-shek, to

convene the “Political Consultative Confer-

ence" proposed by the Chinese Communist

Party. The representatives of the Chinese

national bourgeoisie participated in this Con-

ference which had as its aim the strivmg

for democracy and peace at home, and their

attitude on the whole was sympathetic to-

wards the progressive demands of the Chinese

people. Following the abortive peace parley,
a full-scale civil war was launched by

the KMT reactionaries, then basic victory
was won by the Chinese people in the re-

volutionary war. During this series of vital

changes, although the national bourgeoisie

displayed at times a wavering and wait-and-

see attitude, yet it had not surrendered to the

KMT reactionaries, What was more, with

the changes in situation, its representatives
at last took part in the recently-held People‘s
Political Consultative Conference which sym-

bolized the great revolutionary unity of the

Chinese people.

Dual Nature of the National Bourgeoisie

As stated above, because there are cer-

tain contradictions between the Chinese na-

tlonal bourgeoisie on the one hand and Iorelgll

imperialism and the domestic bureaucratic

capitalism on the other, consequently it is

either sympathetic towards or remains

neutral in the Chinese people‘s democratic

revolution — this is one aspect of its nature.

But also because there are contradictions

between the Chinese national bourgeoisie on

the one hand and the working class and the

peasantry on the other, consequently it has

a dual nature in the Chinese people’s demo-

cratic revolution.

“From this dual nature of the national

bourgeoisie, we can conclude that at a certain

period and under certain circumstances, it

can mire part III revolutions against imperial-

ism, bureaucratic capltalism and warlordlsm,
and it can become a part of the revolution-

ary forces. But at other times, it may serve

the big bourgeoisie by assisting the counter-

revolutxonary forces." (Mao Tse-tung:
The Chinese Revolution and the Communist

Party of (June)

It is exactly because of this fact that

struggle must necessarily be conducted in an

appropriate manner agamst the national

bourgeoisie, while uniting with it.

In December, 1947, on the eve of the

victory of the Chinese people’s revolution,
Comrade Mao Tse-tung pointed out:

“In areas ruled by Chiang Kai-shek,
there is a section of the upper petty bour-

geoisie and the middle bourgeoisle (i.e., the

national bourgeoisie—YE.) who, though
small in number, have reactionary political
tendencies—these are the rightist elements

among these classes. They disseminate

illusions about American imperialism and
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the Chiang Kai»shek’s reactionary bloc.

They oppose the people's democratic revolu-

tion. As long as their reactionary tendencies

can still influence the masses, we should

carry on the work of exposing such ten-
dencies among the masse who have been

under their influence, Blows should be de-

livered at their political influence among the

masses, so as to liberate the masses from

their influence.“ (Mao Tse-tung: Prmcm

Situation, and Our Tris/r)
In July, 1945), after the basic victory of

the Chinese people's revolution was won,
Comrade Mao Tse-tung again pointed out:

“As for the national bourgeoisie, a great
deal of suitable educational work can be done

among them at the present stage. When the
time comes to realize Socialism, that is, to

nationalize private enterprise, we will go a

step further in our work of educating and

reforming them. The people have a strong
state apparatus in their hands, and they do

not fear rebellion on the part of the national

bourgeoisie.” (Mao Tse-tung: On. People’s
Dwmmmtic Dictatorship)

Blows at the reactionary political ten-

dencies on the part of the rightist elements
of the national bourgeoisie, and adequate
educational and reforming Work among the

national bourgeoisie—all these compose the

content of the struggle against the national

bourgeoisie at various stages and in various

periods of the revolution.

The National Bourgeoisie and Economic

Reconstruction

The national bourgeoisie is called upon
to play its part in the people’s democratic
revolution. This is because the people‘s de-

mocratic revolution in China is directed

against imperialism, feudalism and bureau~
cratic capitalism, while the national bour-

geoisie might and did participate in the

movement against imperialism, feudalism
and bureaucratic capitalism. This is not all.

China is a very backward country in so far

as modern industries are concerned, and the

imperialist countries will continue to be

hostile even after complete victory has been

won in the Chinese revolution. Therefore

it becomes necessary to draw the national

bourgeoisie into the common struggle to re»

sist imperialist oppression and to improve
China’s backward economic status.

However, this policy of integrating the

national bourgeoisie into the common effort
to improve the economic position of China
does not at all mean the unlimited expansion
of private capital which would lead China
to develop in the direction of capitalism. In
the first place, having a state-owned economy
of a socialist nature occupying a pre-
dominant position in China’s modern indus-

try makes it impossible for the private
capital of the national bourgeoisie to lead
China in the direction of capitalism. In the

second place, the people‘s government adopts
the policy of encouraging and assisting "the
active operation of all private economic

enterprises beneficial to the national wel-
fare and the people’s livelihood". (Article
30 of the Common Program) The new go~

vernment also encourages their development
“in the direction of state capitalism in such

ways as processing for state-owned enter—

prises and exploiting state-owned resources in
the form of concessions.” (Article 31 of the
Common Program) This means that the

existence of the private capital of the na-

tional bourgeoisie and its development under

proper control of a state led by the Chinese

working class will in reality serve to pro-
mote socialism instead of capitalism in

China.

Of course, this is not to say that there

exist no contractions, and consequently no

struggle, between the state-owned economy
of a socialist nature and the private—operated
economy of a capitalist nature. No, con-

tradictions do exist, and so struggle is in-

evitable, and it will be further sharpened.
But since tremendous changes have al-

ready taken place in the relative strength of

the various classes in China, and since the

powerful state apparatus is now in the hands
of the people and since the growing state-
owned economy having a socialist nature

together with the co-operative economy

having a semisocialist nature will become
the leading components of China’s economy,
this kind of contradictions and struggle need
not be solved by further bloodshed but can

be solved, to a considerable extent, by means

of education and reform.

5‘
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The United Front In Literature

And Art .

Kuo Mo-jo

Chairman of All-China. Association of Writers and Artists

Present-day Chinese writers frequently

use the phrase the ‘new literature and art

created since the May Fourth Movement’.

In What way is the literature and art of the

last thirty years new? How exactly does its

nature differ from that of the old'.’

For quite a lengthy period, our writers

and artists have been either in the dark or

have had only a vague notion about this.

The question received a truly scientific ex-
planation only after the publication of Chair-

man Mao Tsc-tung's "On New Democracy”.

In that great work, Chairman Mao points

out that the nature of the Chinese revolu-

tion, at the present stage, is that of new

democracy. He summarizes the char-

acteristics of the democratic revolution

in a. nutshell, as the "anti-imperialist
and anti-feudal revolution of the masses

of the people led by the proletariat". The

foregoing characteristics of the Chinese

revolution thus determine the nature of the

new culture, the new literature and art

of China. In other words, the new culture

created since the May Fourth Movement is

no longer the obsolete culture of the old de-

mocracy, but has become the new culture of

new democracy; it is anti—imperialist and

antiieudal; it belongs to the masses of the

people, led by the proletariat; similarly, the

‘new literature and art, created since the May

Fourth Movement’ has ceased to be the

obsolete literature and art of the old demo-

cracy. but has become the new literature

and art of the new democracy, anti-imperial-

ist and anti-feudal, a literature and art of

the masses of the people, led by the prole-

tariat. This is the ‘new’ in the ‘neW literature

and art created since the May Fourth Move-

ment' and this is how it difi'ers from the

old in nature,

The anti-imperialist and anti-feudal task

of the Chinese revolution has been predeter-

mined by the nature of Chinese society

during the past hundred odd years. Since

the Opium War, all political, cultural, literary

and artistic movements have been in difier—

ent degrees anti-imperialist and anti-feudal.

Therefore among the characteristics of the

new democracy as outlined by Chairman

Mao, i.e., the characteristics of being ‘anti-

imperialist and anti-feudal, of the masses of

the people, led by the proletariat’, the last

named, ‘led by the proletariat‘, is the most

fundamental. Without the leadership of the

most revolutionary class, the proletariat, and

without the most scientific proletarian

thought, it would be impossible to prescribe
the correct directions and policies of the re—

volution. Without these things it would also

be impossible fully to develop the strength

of the masses of the people, or to gain victory

for the Chinese revolutionl

This is so not only in political revolu-

tion, but also in cultural, literary and artistic

revolutions. Over and over again this funda-

mental truth has been proven by the thirty

years’ history of China. The great victories

which have been won to-day by the Chinese

people in political, cultural, literary and

artistic revolutions are inseparable from the

leadership of the Communist Party of China

and from the teaching of Mao Tse—tung.

These revolutions which have taken place
since the May Fourth Movement have re—

mained more persistent, thorough and uncom-

promising than any others in Chinese history

because of the leadership of the proletariat.

It was the imperialist and feudal oppres-

sion of the masses of the Chinese people that

caused them to take part in the new demo-

cratic revolution. Hence, how to organize
the broad masses of the people into an exten-
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sivc united front is one of the major problems
which confronts the leadership of the prole—
tariat. Without such a united front and

without its correct guiding policies, it would

be impossible to unify the strength of the

whole country, to beat down the enemy, to

gain victory for the Chinese revolution. Over

and over again this has been proven by the

thirty years' history of China.

For thirty years, the new literary and

artistic movement has always been a move—

ment of the united front. In the earlier,
period, it was composed of intellectuals who

had just acquired some rudimentary know-

ledge of Communism, and of petty bourgeois
and bourgeois intellectuals. During the

period from the May Fourth Movement to

the First Great Revolution, they demolished

the reign of the obsolete, feudal and semi-

feudal literature and art, and established in

its stead, a new literature and art with anti-

imperialist and anti-feudal content. Writers

with the rudiments of Communist ideology
and petty bourgeois writers who were

gradually approaching Communism, produc-
ed works representative of that period.
Their works had a widespread influence

among the intellectuals and had a significant
efiect in the campaign against imperialism
and the feudal system.

When, after its betrayal by the right

wing of the Chinese bourgeoisie, the ‘First
Great Revolution failed, the Chinese Revolu-

tion entered into a new era. In the field of

literature and art, a left-Wing movement

came into being. This was the movement of

the united front composed of the proletarian
and the revolutionary petty bourgeois intel-

lectuals. With Lu Hsun as its standard-

bearer, this movement again and again
fought bravely against imperialism, feudal-

ism and the Kuomintang reactionaries. It

not only won over many petty bourgeois intel—

lectuals and young students to the camp of

the revolution, but it tempered and trained

in large number the revolutionary cadres of

literature and the art. 'All in all, it contri-

buted greatly to the Chinese revolution.

During this movement only a few writers and

artists adopted the erroneous viewpoint of s

narrow-minded ‘closed door pnlicy'.

Then, upon the eve of the Anti—Japanese
War, in the common cause of anti—Japanese
aggression, Chinese literary and artistic cir-

cles organized themselves under the leader-

ship of the proletariat into a more extensive

united front, composed of proletarian, petty
bourgeois, bourgeois and all patriotic writers

and artists, classical or modern. Some
writers and artists inside this united front

did, at certain stages, overlook the ideological
struggle and the serious mutual criticism.
This resulted in rightist deviations. Never-

theless, viewed as a whole, the new democra-
tic literary and artistic movements during
the war progressed and developed, and con-

tributed greatly towards the Resistance War
and the democratic movement.

During the last two or three years, there
have been some important developments and

commendable achievements in the main cur-

rents of the movement. In the Kuomintang
ruled area, not only did the armed forces of

letters and arts hold on to the end but the

persecuted writers and artists Worked per-

sistently, produced many works of deep
political significance, attacking the Kuomin-
tang reactionaries. Under the influence of

Mao Tse—tung's new guidance to literature
and art, writers and artists even made some

attempt to attain unity with the masses of
the people. In the Liberated Areas, with
such fundamentally different objective condi-
tions as having direct access to the teaching
of Mao Tse-tung, and having many writers
and artists learn and work, many ideological
and practical problems unsolved since the

May Fourth Movement were solved after the

Discussion of Writers and Artists at Yenan
in 1942. Henceforth, creators of literature
and art became united with the broad masses

of the people and served the workers,
peasants and soldiers. Literature and art

than underwent a very great transformation.
in both subject matter and form. All this
demonstrates the basic conditions of the
united front in the realm of literature and art

during the last thirty years. It is also a brief

summary of the attainments and victories
gained by the literary and artistic united
front during these thirty years.

(Continued on page 29)
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I Have Seen The New China

Vicente Lombardi: Toledano

Vice—President, World Federation of Trade Unions

I came to China with the eager desire

of seeing with my own eyes the tremendous

victory of its great people, which culminated

in the creation of the People’s Republic of

China. Naturally I was longing to meet its

leaders, to observe the attitude of the worlc

ing people, of the industrial workers and

peasants, of the intellectuals and youths, con-

fronted With the gigantic task of building a

new China, strong, prosperous, independent
and revolutionary.

I have seen how a long and dark past of

exploitation of the common man, of ignor-

ance, of moral slavery and sadness is dying

out; and how a new world, full of energy.

of creative spirit, of social justice, of

economic progress, of popular education, and

high political conscience, is being born here.

I have seen the land reform spreading

through this immense country, digging the

foundation for the liberation of the great

majority of the people. When the living
standard of the population is raised, indus-

try will progress steadily, and in this way

China is going to shed forever its economic

backwardness and poverty.

The struggle against landlordism in

China is bound to have considerable repercus-

sions not only in Asia but also in Latin

America, Where our nations still have a semi-

feudal structure that dates many centuries

back.

I have seen the Chinese people enjoying

full freedom for the first time in their his-

tory; I have seen them making use, with

great efiiciency and joy, of their political

rights.

The People’s Republic of China is a true

and genuine democracy; the people’s dictator-

ship against the oppressors is the true and

direct intervention of the people in the

government, in the organizations, and in the

progress of the country.

I have seen how this people is defending
the sovereignty of its motherland, how it is

determined to recover China for itself and

to expel forever the disturbing and nefarious

influence of foreign imperialism.

I have seen how the new China feels

that it is linked to the other democratic coun—

tries, to the U.S.S.R., to the People’s De-

mocracies of Europe, to the workers and all

progressive forces throughout the World.

I have seen how the people’s democracy
in China, under the leadership of the Com—

munist Party of China, is but a bridge for

reaching a Socialist state and the true

emancipation of mankind.

And I have met the leader of this

brilliant page of human history, Comrade

Mac Tse-tung. No one who sees him can

help feeling his extraordinary human qual-
ities and the depth of his brilliant mind, the

mind of a Marxist theoretician, of a genial

strategist, of a real leader, devoted body and

soul to his people’s revolution—qualities that

have already placed him side by side with

Stalin, the leader of the world proletariat,
in the vanguard of the peoples of the whole

world.

In 1935, I popularized the Soviet Union

among the large masses of my people, for

only a minority of them then knew about it.

Now it will be my privilege to tell the

Mexican people and the other people of Latin

America about New China.

I brought the Chinese people a message

of gratitude and admiration from 6,500,000

working people represented in the CTAL.

Now I am taking back a message from

the workers and the people of China—the
message of their example.

Peking, December 1, 1949.
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AUGUST

1st. Northeast China and U.s.s.R.
Trade Agreement announced.

lst. Changsha, provincial capital
of Hanan, liberated.

13th. The lst Peiping All~Circles

Representative Conference con.

vened.

17th. Foochow, provincial
capital of Fokien, liberated.

21st. The Northeast China

All-Circles Representative Confer.
ence convened in Mokden.

26th. Lanchow, provincial capit.
ai of Kanso, liberated.

SEPTEMBER

5th. Sining, provincial capital
of Tsinghai, liberated.

19th. The entire province of

Suiyuan including provincial capital
Kweisoi liberated.

21st. The Chinese People's
Political Consultative Conference

opens in Peiping.

23rd. Yinchuan, provincial cap.
ital oi Ninghsia, liberated.

25th. smlriang, one of the

largest provinces of China, liber—

ated.

27th. The Chinese People’s PCC

adopts the Organic Law of the

Chinese People’s FCC and the

Organic Law of the Central Peo—

ple's Government of the People’s
Republic of China; establishes

Peiping as capital and re-names it

Peking.
29th. The Common Program

of the Chinese People’s PCC passed

by the People’s FCC.

30th. Mao Tse~tlxng, elected
Chairman of the Central People’s
Government of the People’s Re-

public of China; Chn Teh, Liu

Shamchi, Soong Ching-ling, Li Chi»

shen, Chang Lan, Kao Kang, elect~

ed vice—chairmen; 180 members of

the National Committee of the

Chinese People's PCC elected.

OCTOBER

lit. The formntinn of the Cen-

tnl People’s Government of the

Peuple‘s Republic of Chinh official-

ly proclaimed by Chlirmnn Mm

Tie-tang at a gigantic nus: nlly
of over 300,000 in Peking.

lst. Foreign Minister Chou En-

lni officially delivers Chairman Mao

Tse—turig’s proclamation to the

governments of foreign countries,
with an email] letter regarding the
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establishing of normal diplomatic
relations.

1st. The Soviet cultural delega—
tion headed by Alexander Fadeyev
arrives at Peking.

2nd. China Conference for De-

fending World Peace inaugurated
in Peking.

2nd. Andrei Gromyko, Deputy
Foreign Minister nf the U.S.S.R.,
informs Foreign Minister Chou En-

isi by telegram, of the Soviet Gov-

ernment's decision to establish

diplomatic relations with the

People's Republic of China.

3rd. The China Committee for

Defending World Peace formed in

Peking with Koo Mo.jo as chair.

man.

:ird. Diplomatic relations with

Bulgaria and anania established.

4th. Diplomatic relations with

Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary
and Korea established.

0th. Diplomatic relations with

Mongolia established.

14th. Canton, KMT refugee

capital No. 1, libernwd.

16th. N. V. Roshchin, first

Ambassador of the Soviet Union to

China, presents credentials to Mao

Tse-tung, Chairman of the Central

People's Government.

17th. National Railway Confer.

ence opens in Peking.
27th. Diplomatic relations with

German Democratic Republic estab-

lished.

NOVEMBER

9th. 4,000 personnel of the

China National Aviation Corpora—
tion and the Central Air Transport
Corporation in Hong Kong Te<

podiate KMT reactionaries and

declare anegianee to the Central

People’s Government of the Pen-

ple's Republic of China.

15th. Foreign Minister Chou

En-lai sends telegram to the Pre-

sident of the United Nations

General Assembly denying legal
status of the bogus KMT delega-
tion, afi‘irming that the Central

People’s Government is the sole

legal government of China.

15th. Kweiysng, capital of

Kweichow Province, liberated.

10th. The Trade Union Confer-
ence oi Asian and Australasian

Countries inaugurated in Peking.
22ml. Kweiiin, capital of Kwang-

ei Province, liberated.

%

23rd. Diplomatic relations with

Albania established.

29th. Foreign Minister Chou 4;;
En—iai issues statement warning g
that foreign governments which R
shelter KMT forces must bear re.

sponsibility for consequences.

30th. Chungkr’ng. KMT refugee
capital No. 2, liberated.

DECEMBER

1st The Trade Union Confer-

ence of Asian and Australasian ,

Countries concluded, after estab—

lishing WFTU Liaison Bureau for

Asia.

2nd. The Central People’s
Government Council unanimously
passes resolution on the issuance

of People's Victory Bonds and

adopts national budget for 1950.

4th. KMT Acting-President Li

Tsung-jen does to America.

5th. Mao Tseatung, Chairman of

the People’s Revolutionary Military
Council, issues directive calling on

the men of the PLA to take part
in production and reconstruction

during the coming year.

sth. The National Agricultural
Production Conference opens in

Peking.
8th. Chiang Kai—shek together

with his “refugee capital" move to

Taipeh.

9th. Lu Han, KMT governor of

Yunnan Province, and Liu Wen.

hwei, KMT governor of Sikang
Province, renounce relations with

KMT and accept the leadership of

the Central People’s Government.
10th. The National Postal Ser-

vice Conference opens in Peking.
10th. The Conference of Women

of Asia opens in Peking.

16th. Chairman Mao Tse-tung
arrives at Moscow and meets

Marshal stalin.

20th. Foreign Minister Chou En.

lai lodges protest against the in-

fringement of China’s air sover.

eignty by the French imperialists
on the 14th.

let. Marshal Stalin‘s birthday
celebrated by mass rallies and iec.
ture meetings throughout the coun. 25E
try. 0n the same day, Chairman itMao Tee—tong speaks at the Moscow ll

Celebration, on behalf of the Chin. {B 3
ese people and the CPC. # iii

23rd. The National Education ‘1
Confeflicb lived? in item a
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